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2022 GNS Séries Interclub Series

Scoring Inquiry

Request No.: 09
Course:
Race No.: S1R4
Posted Score: 9
Competitor: Mirage 35 - Div 1, White Sail - RStLYC 185 - Slow Dancer II - Brian Wilkinson

Scoring Inquiry:
 We registered for and are racing under White Sail in Div 1 with a SLVYRA hdcp of 1.018 however we are being scored as if
using a spi (which the boat does not have) using hdcp of 1.041.
A white pennant is afixed to our backstay on each race.
Please adjust our corrected time using our 1.018 (White Sail) hdcp and the resultant change in scoring for race S1R4
and apply this 1.018 hdcp for all races going forward.

Witnesses:
Ryan Boyer, Lauren Misri - Crew; Luc Valle (RStLYC rep)

Response:
Hi Brian:

As per my previous message (May 27), I indicated that if you switched to Division 3 your white sail rating would be used for the
races you started in Division 3 for series 1. The RC stated that you sailed in Division 1 with your spinnaker in the first race of
series one, therefore as per the NOR 4.6 I am obliged to use your spinnaker handicap for all races in Series 1. For series 2, since
you have yet to participate in any races, if you choose to start in Division 1 and race white sail I can use your white sail rating in
Series 2. As well, for Series 3-5, as long as you do not use your spinnaker in any of the races I can use your white sail rating.

4.6. For Division 1, a boat shall decide to sail an entire series under either a white sail handicap or a spinnaker handicap.
Changing handicap within a series is not allowed.

I know this must be frustrating for you, please understand that I am obligated to respect the regulations in the NOR. -Wendy
(GNS/SLVYRA Scorer)
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